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Background: The relationship between phoneme awareness, rapid automatized naming (RAN), verbal
short-term/working memory (ST/WM) and diagnostic category is investigated in control and dyslexic
children, and the extent to which this depends on orthographic complexity. Methods: General cogni-
tive, phonological and literacy skills were tested in 1,138 control and 1,114 dyslexic children speaking
six different languages spanning a large range of orthographic complexity (Finnish, Hungarian, Ger-
man, Dutch, French, English). Results: Phoneme deletion and RAN were strong concurrent predictors
of developmental dyslexia, while verbal ST/WM and general verbal abilities played a comparatively
minor role. In logistic regression models, more participants were classified correctly when orthography
was more complex. The impact of phoneme deletion and RAN-digits was stronger in complex than in less
complex orthographies. Conclusions: Findings are largely consistent with the literature on predictors
of dyslexia and literacy skills, while uniquely demonstrating how orthographic complexity exacerbates
some symptoms of dyslexia. Keywords: Dyslexia, phonology, orthography, cross-linguistic.

Introduction
Developmental dyslexia, i.e. a specific deficit in
reading that cannot be accounted for by low IQ, poor
educational opportunities or obvious sensory or
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neurological damage (World Health Organization,
2008), affects about 3–7% of the population (Lind-
gren, De Renzi, & Richman, 1985). Research has
made tremendous progress in specifying biological
and environmental factors associated with this dis-
order. A central environmental factor that has been
identified to influence reading acquisition and dys-
lexia is the particular orthography that the child is
acquiring. All orthographies depict the sound
structure of the language they represent, but there is
considerable variability in how transparent this
relationship is for the learner and how consistently
orthographic symbols represent the sounds of a
particular language. Both theoretical conceptions
(Katz & Frost, 1992; Ziegler & Goswami, 2005) and
empirical evidence suggest that transparent orthog-
raphies with high symbol–sound consistency are
acquired more easily than complex and opaque
orthographies with a high proportion of inconsistent
and irregular spellings. The most impressive evi-
dence for the impact of orthographic complexity on
reading development came from a large European
network involving 13 different alphabetic orthogra-
phies (Seymour, Aro, & Erskine, 2003). At the end of
first grade, reading accuracy was close to ceiling in
consistent orthographies (Italian, Icelandic, Norwe-
gian, Spanish, German, Dutch, Finnish), while chil-
dren acquiring more complex orthographies
(English, Danish, French) were still struggling.
Complex and opaque mapping systems such as
English orthography cause particular problems not
only to the young learner, but also to dyslexic indi-
viduals (Landerl, Wimmer, & Frith, 1997; Ziegler,
Perry, Ma-Wyatt, Ladner, & Schulte-Korne, 2003).

An important research question that arises from
the well-documented orthographic differences in
early and deficient written language processing is to
what extent the cognitive mechanisms underlying
reading acquisition and dyslexia might vary as well.
English-based research has identified verbal-
phonological processing as the central cognitive
predictor of typical as well as dyslexic reading
development (Vellutino, Fletcher, Snowling, &
Scanlon, 2004), but there have been claims that
focusing on the complex English orthography may
have led to an overestimation of the relevance of
phonological processing (Share, 2008). In transpar-
ent orthographies, even children who start reading
acquisition with deficient phonological skills may be
able to understand the mappings between spoken
and written language if they are simple enough.
Moreover, a simple and transparent representation
of the phonological structure may help children to
overcome early deficits, even more so if formal
reading instruction is strongly phonics-based as is
the case in many consistent orthographies.

Recently, a number of large-scale cross-linguistic
studies on typical reading acquisition in different
orthographies addressed this question. This
approach can certainly not eliminate all methodo-

logical problems that are inherent in comparisons
across different educational, cultural and language
backgrounds, but findings are still easier to interpret
within such designs than between studies that are
carried out in different orthographic systems inde-
pendently. Ziegler et al. (2010) investigated 1263
2nd graders in five orthographies with increasing
degrees of complexity (Finnish, Hungarian, Dutch,
Portuguese, French) and indeed found support for
the hypothesis that phonology may be less relevant
in consistent orthographies as the impact of phono-
logical awareness (PA) was weaker. Nevertheless, PA
was significantly associated with reading accuracy
and speed in all orthographies and was the strongest
concurrent predictor in all orthographies except in
the highly transparent Finnish writing system,
where vocabulary was the strongest predictor of
word reading speed and predicted reading accuracy
equally strongly as phoneme deletion. Another well-
established predictor of reading, rapid automatized
naming (RAN, see Kirby, Georgiou, Martinussen, &
Parrila, 2010 for a recent review) did not show
marked differences across orthographies and overall
showed surprisingly moderate associations with
reading. Two reasons may explain this atypically low
RAN-reading relationship. First, Ziegler et al. (2010)
used sequential naming of pictured objects and there
is evidence that alphanumeric RAN tasks (letters,
digits) show a stronger relationship with reading
than such nonalphanumeric versions (e.g. Bowey,
McGuigan, & Ruschena, 2005).

Second, the strength of the RAN-reading associa-
tion may be relatively weak among Ziegler et al.’s
sample of young readers and may increase later in
reading development. This is suggested by
another recent cross-language study by Vaessen
et al. (2010) which focused on the concurrent pre-
diction of reading fluency in three orthographies with
increasing complexity (Hungarian, Dutch, Portu-
guese). Findings indicated a shift of cognitive mech-
anisms underlying reading fluency during
development. In Grades 1 and 2, the association of
PA and RAN (objects, letters and digits combined)
with reading fluency was largely comparable, while
in Grades 3 and 4, RAN was more strongly associ-
ated with reading fluency than PA. Importantly, Va-
essen et al. (2010) confirmed that cognitive
mechanisms underlying reading were similar across
the three alphabetic orthographies, but again, the
association of reading with PA, but not with RAN or
verbal short-term memory was modulated by ortho-
graphic complexity.

Moll et al. (submitted)1 examined whether the
cross-linguistic findings resulting from these large-
scale European studies could be extended to

1

The analysis by Moll et al. (submitted) is based on
the typical readers in the NEURODYS project and
has 954 participants in common with the current
control group
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English, which is assumed to be the most inconsis-
tent alphabetic orthography (Share, 2008). Alto-
gether, 1,062 elementary school children learning to
read in English, French, German, Hungarian or
Finnish participated. Phonological skills (awareness
and short-term memory) accounted for significant
variance in reading accuracy and spelling in all
orthographies while RAN was the best concurrent
predictor of reading fluency. No major language dif-
ferences were found between patterns of concurrent
prediction. However, overall the regression models
accounted for more variance in English than in the
other orthographies. Interestingly, it was RAN rather
than PA that showed a stronger association to liter-
acy measures in English than in the other orthog-
raphies. However, a marked outlier-position of
English orthography could not be confirmed.

Identifying the cognitive mechanisms underlying
reading is of particular relevance in the context of
dyslexia. How accurately can the predictor measures
that have been identified for typical development
differentiate between typical and dyslexic readers? Is
the quality of prediction similar across orthographies
or are there orthography-dependent differences?
These questions were addressed in the context of
NEURODYS, an EU-FP6 network focusing on the
neurobiological and neurocognitive foundations of
dyslexia in different alphabetic orthographies cov-
ering a broad range of consistency (English, French,
Dutch, German, Hungarian, Finnish).

Methods
Rationale

Large-scale cross-linguistic comparisons are faced with
critical methodological problems concerning (a) selec-
tion of adequate tasks to measure the relevant cognitive
constructs (b) lack of a common metric adequately
describing linguistic and orthographic differences and
(c) possible differences in the diagnosis of dyslexia be-
tween countries. There are enormous differences in how
dyslexia is diagnosed in the various national school and
health care systems and also in the kind of support
systems that are available to dyslexic individuals (Ise
et al., 2011). A major advantage of NEURODYS is that
within the project, the same ICD-10 (World Health
Organization, 2008) based criteria were applied: Chil-
dren with more general learning, attentional or neuro-
logical problems and children whose first language was
not the instructional language were not admitted to the
study. Reading was assessed by language-specific
standardized word reading tests. Dyslexic readers had
to perform more than 1.25 SDs below grade level which
is a pragmatic compromise between the standard
criteria of )1 and )1.5 SDs that are widely applied in
research and clinical practice.

The lack of a common metric to describe orthographic
and linguistic differences is a general problem for cross-
linguistic studies. Although there is notable agreement
on where to place particular writing systems on a con-
tinuum of orthographic complexity (e.g., Borgwaldt,

Hellwig, & De Groot, 2005; Caravolas, 2005; Seymour
et al., 2003), the adequate levels of description are still
under discussion and their quantification is a future
enterprise for psycholinguistic research. For the pres-
ent analysis, we classified the six participating orthog-
raphies into three categories of orthographic complexity
that are based on feedforward and feedback consis-
tency of grapheme-phoneme and phoneme-grapheme
correspondences. The three groups are largely inspired
by the classification provided by Seymour et al. (2003)
(see Table S1 in the online supplement), and are con-
sistent with the data on word recognition in that study.
English and French comprised the highest level of
orthographic complexity with inconsistencies in
grapheme-phoneme as well as phoneme-grapheme
correspondences (low feedforward and feedback con-
sistency). Dutch and German represented a medium
complexity level as these two Germanic languages have
comparable orthographic structures with highly con-
sistent grapheme-phoneme correspondences (high
feedforward consistency), but less consistent phoneme-
grapheme correspondences (low feedback consistency).
Finnish displayed the lowest level of orthographic
complexity as it has nonambiguous 1:1 relationships
between letters and sounds with equally high feedfor-
ward and feedback consistency. Hungarian was not
included in the study of Seymour et al., but its lin-
guistic and orthographic properties are similar to
Finnish.

The three levels of orthographic complexity are also
consistent with the analysis of word-initial letter-
to-phoneme mappings provided by Borgwaldt et al.
(2005) (see Table S1). Although that study did not in-
clude Finnish, this language falls clearly at the lower
end of the complexity continuum with no more than 21
letter-to-phoneme mappings. However, we do not feel
that the numbers in Table S1 represent a sufficiently
valid measure of orthographic complexity to use them
directly as a quantitative variable. For instance, Borg-
waldt’s entropy measure is based only on word onsets
and is missing most of the irregularities in many lan-
guages, and therefore vastly underestimates some lan-
guage differences. We therefore decided to use a simpler
and more conservative categorical factor with three
values, by grouping languages in pairs of similar
orthographic complexity.

To identify similarities and differences in the con-
current prediction of dyslexia in orthographies with low,
medium and high complexity, standard tasks measur-
ing PA, verbal STM/WM and RAN were administered
with all participants. Similarity across languages was
relatively easy to achieve for verbal STM/WM as stan-
dardized versions of WISC digit span were available in
each language. For the sake of similarity across lan-
guages, naming speed was measured by language-
specific digit RAN tasks requiring children to sequen-
tially name as quickly as possible lists of digits. A sec-
ond RAN condition required sequential naming of
pictured objects representing short high-frequency
words in each language. With respect to PA, we decided
to follow the example of earlier cross-linguistic studies
(Caravolas, Volin, & Hulme, 2005; Vaessen et al., 2010;
Ziegler et al., 2010) and administered phoneme
deletion, thus ensuring reasonable comparability of
findings across studies. Phoneme deletion is a standard
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paradigm and is included in standardized test batteries
of dyslexia (e.g., Wagner, Torgesen, & Rashotte, 1999).
Due to the large variability of languages involved,
devising one and the same paradigm for all participants
was not feasible. Specifying the linguistic structure of
presented items across languages might have induced
higher typicality in some languages than others (e.g.,
consonant clusters are atypical in Finnish, polysyllabic
words are less typical in English). Thus, it was decided
to leave the language-specific characteristics to indi-
vidual partners who were advised to select words or
nonwords with typical linguistic structure and to ask
children to delete a specified phoneme.

In summary, two major methodological improve-
ments could be made compared to earlier studies on
dyslexia in different orthographies: First, due to exten-
sive recruitment efforts, sample sizes for dyslexic and
control groups in each language are clearly larger than
in earlier studies. Second, the parallel structure of
recruitment and components assessed resulted in
comparable datasets across orthographies.

Participants

Participants2 came from varying social backgrounds
and were either identified in school or were specifically
requesting clinical assessment of their reading prob-
lems. The same inclusion and exclusion criteria were
applied in all partner countries. The following criteria
were applied:

1. Age between 8 and 12; 11 years.
2. At least one and a half years of formal reading

instruction in order to differentiate serious problems
in reading acquisition from early delays that are not
always persistent.

3. An age-appropriate scaled score of at least 7 on WISC
Block design, and 6 on WISC Similarities.

4. An attention score within the 95th percentile of the
age-appropriate norm, from either the Child Behav-
ior Check-List (Achenbach, 2001) or the Conners
questionnaire (Conners, 1973), filled by parents.

5. A parental questionnaire further asked a number of
simple questions, on which basis we applied the
following exclusion criteria:
(i) Hearing loss.
(ii) Uncorrected sight problems.
(iii) Test language not spoken by at least one parent

since birth.
(iv) Child not schooled in test language.
(v) Child missed school for any period of 3 months or

more.
(vi) Formal diagnosis of ADHD.
(vii) Child on medication for epilepsy or behavioural

problems.

Inclusion criterion for dyslexic children:
More than 1.25 SDs below grade level on a stan-

dardized test of word reading.
Inclusion criterion for control children:

Less than 0.85 SDs below grade level on the same
standardized word reading test.

Participant numbers per grade level are presented for
each participating country in Table S2 in the online
supplement. There were 1,138 control and 1,114 dys-
lexic children in total, based in eight different countries
and speaking six different languages. In the control
group, there were 598 boys and 540 girls, while in the
dyslexic group there were 705 boys and 408 girls, which
is consistent with the typical gender-ratio of dyslexia.

Measures

IQ was estimated based on one verbal and one non-
verbal WISC subtest: Similarities and Block Design
(Wechsler, 1992, 2003). Scaled scores (M = 10, SD = 3)
were calculated based on age-specific norms.

Reading was assessed using language-appropriate
standardized tests of word reading. All tests are listed in
Appendix S1 in the online supplement. In all languages,
but English, word lists were presented under a speeded
instruction (‘Read as quickly as possible without mak-
ing mistakes’). The number of words read correctly per
minute was converted into Z-scores based on grade-
appropriate norms. In English, reading was not timed.

PA was assessed by a phoneme deletion task,
requiring children to delete a specified phoneme from a
word or nonword (e.g. ‘Say/bli:k/without the/k/’).
Number of correct responses was scored.

Naming speed was assessed via language-specific
RAN tasks requiring children to sequentially name as
quickly as possible lists of digits and pictures depicting
easily recognizable objects. The dependent measure
was the number of items named per minute.

Verbal ST/WM was measured by WISC Digit span
(forwards and backwards). Scaled scores (M = 10,
SD = 3) were calculated based on age-specific norms.

Data analysis

Our main analytical approach is a multilevel logistic
regression analysis, allowing nesting students within
orthographic complexity groups. This allows us to
estimate the effect of orthographic complexity on diag-
nostic category, as well as the effect of cognitive vari-
ables, both across and within orthographic complexity
groups. Crucially, this analysis allows us to test to what
extent the predictive value of cognitive variables differs
between languages with different orthographic com-
plexity. The exact procedures of data treatment and
data analysis are described in the online supplement.

Results
Means, SDs, minima and maxima for each variable
and each group are reported separately for the three
levels of orthographic complexity in Table S3 in the
online supplement. Age was lower in the low than in
the medium complexity group and again lower in the
medium than in the high complexity group. Within
the high complexity group, dyslexic children were on
average 3 months older than control children.
Table S2 indicates an overrepresentation of dyslexic
children in the higher grade levels. Therefore, grade

2

There is an overlap of 43 Dutch participants (all controls) and

76 Hungarian participants (32 dyslexic and 44 controls) with

Ziegler et al. (2010) and 69 Dutch and 178 Hungarian children

with Vaessen et al. (2010).
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level was controlled for in the following statistical
analysis. Dyslexic children’s scores on Block Design
and Similarities were systematically lower than
those of the control children, but average compared
to the norm. The standardized word reading measure
was used as sole group selection variable and the
large group differences on Phoneme deletion, RAN
and Digit span confirm that these are relevant pre-
dictor measures for dyslexia.

Multilevel logistic regressions of diagnostic category

The age range in the full European sample was
unusually large including children from Grades 2–7.
Therefore, we reran the analyses with an age-limited
sample including Grades 3, 4 and 5, thereby elimi-
nating the age differences between orthographic
complexity groups (116, 117 and 116 months for
low, medium and high complexity). The intraclass
correlation of 0.0395 (95% CI 0.0197–0.067) for all
students and 0.040 (0.016–0.075) for the age-limited
sample (Grades 3–5), indicates that about 4% of the
variance of the trait is attributable to the nesting
variable orthographic complexity level. The median
odds ratio (MOR) was estimated to be 1.423 (95% CI
1.278–1.588), for the full sample and 1.425 (95% CI
1.247–1.638) for children in Grades 3, 4 and 5,
meaning that in median a given child is 40% more
likely to be dyslexic in high- than in low complexity
orthographies. Further inclusion of country as an
additional random effect did not lead to a significant
increase of the model likelihood (v2(35) = 30.782 and
15.027 for the full and age-limited samples, respec-
tively, p > .1), providing some empirical support for
the validity of our three levels of orthographic com-
plexity. Hence, the variable country was not retained
in the model.

Next, Phoneme Deletion, RAN digits and Digit
Span were introduced as predictor variables. RAN
digits rather than RAN pictures was included
because this measure is more similar across lan-
guages and correlations with reading tended to be
stronger (RAN digits: .53, RAN pictures: .47, con-
trolling for age). Grade, Gender, Block Design and
Similarities were introduced to control for the group
differences in these measures. The corresponding

odds ratios and p-values derived from the Wald
statistics are presented in Table 1 for the full sample
and in Table S4 in the online supplementary for the
age-limited sample (Grades 3–5). As expected, Pho-
neme Deletion, RAN digits and Digit Span were reli-
able predictors of dyslexia status. Gender and
Similarities also had a significant influence on dys-
lexia status. The probability of being dyslexic is
multiplied by about 2.6 (1/0.354) for each point
decrease (in z units) of Phoneme deletion and 2.8 for
RAN. A child with Phoneme Deletion = )1 and
RAN = )1 has therefore roughly seven times the risk
of being dyslexic than with a score of 0 on both
variables (with odds ratio converted to relative risks
assuming a dyslexia prevalence of 5%). On the other
hand one z-unit of digit span only increases the
relative risk by 41%.

We did, however, note significant differences in the
estimates for some predictors. Tables 1 and S4 show
significant evidence for heterogeneity for Grade,
Phoneme Deletion and RAN digits. This heterogene-
ity, equivalent to an interaction effect between
orthographic complexity groups and these predic-
tors, prompted us to also perform analyses sepa-
rately for each orthographic complexity subgroup
(see Table 2). The results of this analysis for all
children showed that the effect sizes of Phoneme
Deletion and RAN increased with orthographic
complexity. Differences for Phoneme Deletion were
significant for low versus medium complexity groups
(Q = 8.14, df = 1, p = .004), high versus low com-
plexity groups (Q = 13.92, df = 1, p = < .001), and of
borderline significance for medium versus high
complexity groups (Q = 3.68, df = 1, p = .055). For
RAN, the heterogeneity was driven by the low com-
plexity group, which showed significantly higher
odds ratios than both the medium (Q = 14.56,
df = 1, p < .001) and high complexity groups
(Q = 6.28, df = 1, p = .012), indicating that its im-
pact is weaker in the low than in the other two
complexity groups (see Figure 1). In all three ortho-
graphic complexity groups, Digit Span and verbal IQ
were also significant, but more moderate predictors.
In addition, grade level was of moderate predictive
relevance in the low and high complexity group,
Block Design in the medium complexity group and

Table 1 Multilevel logistic model for full sample (n = 1,998)

Odds ratio

Confidence interval

t-value r (>|t|) hetLower Upper

Grade 1.007 0.886 1.143 0.100 .921 <.001
Gender 0.706 0.565 0.882 )3.067 .002 .223
Block design 1.040 0.992 1.090 1.632 .103 .584
Similarities 0.885 0.849 0.922 )5.822 <.001 .603
Phoneme deletion 0.354 0.308 0.408 )14.529 <.001 <.001
RAN digits 0.356 0.311 0.407 )15.08 <.001 <.001
Digit span 0.694 0.616 0.783 )5.963 <.001 .131

het = p-value of heterogeneity.
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gender in the high complexity group. This heteroge-
neity can be illustrated by noting that one z-unit of
phoneme deletion multiplies the probability of dys-
lexia by 2 (relative risk of 1.97 from the odds ratio of
1/0.481) in low complexity orthographies, it multi-
plies it by almost 3 (relative risk of 2.92 from the
odds ratio of 1/0.307) in medium- and by more than
4 (relative risk of 4.39 from the odds ratio of 1/0.187)
in high complexity orthographies.

Results for the age-limited sample (Grades 3–5)
are reported in Table S4 and S5 of the online sup-
plementary and are consistent with the full-sample

analysis. Differences for Phoneme Deletion were
significant for high versus low complexity groups
(Q = 6.73, df = 1, p = .009), for high versus medium/
low complexity combined (Q = 5.32, df = 1, p = .023)
and low versus medium/high complexity combined
(Q = 5.39, df = 1, p = .021) and showed a trend for
medium versus high (Q = 2.93, df = 1, p = .086). For
RAN, the low complexity group was again signifi-
cantly different from both medium (Q = 18.84,
df = 1, p < .001) and high complexity groups
(Q = 8.01, df = 1, p = .005).

Thus, the direction of the observed heterogeneity
effects pointed to more pronounced ORs in the
higher orthographic complexity group indicating an
increase of predictive capability of the model with
increasing orthographic complexity. In accordance
with this, the area under the ROC curve (AUC),
reflecting the predictive power of the model across
the whole range of classification criteria, was higher
in the high complexity than in the low complexity
group, with medium complexity in-between. Figure 2
shows the corresponding ROC curves. Aiming to test
whether differences in AUCs between the ortho-
graphic complexity groups were meaningful, we ran
a bootstrap analysis with 10,000 replicates. For each
bootstrap sample, the full logistic regression analy-
sis was run with all random and fixed effects and
AUCs in each of the three complexity groups for each
of the replicated were recorded. The 95% confidence
intervals for all differences did not include zero,
indicating that all three differences had a certain
level of meaningfulness.

Table 2 Multilevel logistic models separately for each level of orthographic complexity

Odds ratio

Confidence interval

z-value Pr (>|z|)Lower Upper

Low complexity (n = 682)
Grade 0.638 0.476 0.856 )3.004 .003
Gender 0.753 0.521 1.089 )1.506 .132
Block design 1.022 0.946 1.104 0.555 .579
Similarities 0.909 0.849 0.974 )2.715 .007
Phoneme deletion 0.481 0.388 0.596 )6.681 <.001
RAN digits 0.491 0.400 0.604 )6.744 <.001
Digit span 0.594 0.478 0.737 )4.731 <.001

Medium complexity (n = 932)
Grade 0.972 0.781 1.211 )0.250 .803
Gender 0.830 0.584 1.180 )1.040 .299
Block design 1.096 1.018 1.181 2.419 .016
Similarities 0.881 0.824 0.941 )3.737 <.001
Phoneme deletion 0.307 0.244 0.386 )10.095 <.001
RAN digits 0.285 0.228 0.356 )11.071 <.001
Digit Span 0.773 0.644 0.929 )2.746 .006

High complexity (n = 384)
Grade 1.455 1.107 1.912 2.693 .007
Gender 0.317 0.159 0.635 )3.243 .001
Block design 0.961 0.827 1.116 )0.520 .603
Similarities 0.865 0.769 0.975 )2.385 .017
Phoneme deletion 0.187 0.116 0.303 )6.836 <.001
RAN digits 0.262 0.169 0.404 )6.040 <.001
Digit span 0.639 0.450 0.906 )2.515 .012

Cox & Snell R2 = 0.294, 0.401 and 0.489 for low, medium and high complexity; Nagelkerke R2 = 0.394, 0.537 and 0.672 for low,
medium and high complexity; AUC = 0.817, 0.877 and 0.929 for low, medium and high complexity.
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Digits and Digit Span respectively
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Finally, we analysed whether predictive patterns
would change when RAN pictures instead of RAN
digits was introduced by rerunning the full-sample
analysis and the analyses separately for each
orthographic complexity level. Findings (Tables S6
and S7) were fully consistent with the earlier
analysis.

Discussion
We investigated the cognitive and literacy skills of
about 1,000 dyslexic and 1,000 control children
aged 8–12, from eight European countries, learning
to read in six different languages varying widely in
terms of orthographic complexity. We specifically
tested to what extent various cognitive variables
predicted children’s diagnostic status, and to what
extent this differed between languages of varying
orthographic complexity.

What are the predictors of dyslexia and are they
similar for different levels of orthographic
complexity?

Standard predictors of reading skills and dyslexia
were introduced in this large-sample analysis.
Findings confirmed that phoneme deletion and RAN
are strong concurrent predictors of developmental
dyslexia, while verbal ST/WM and general verbal
abilities played a significant, but comparatively
minor role.

Interestingly, our statistical model classified more
participants correctly when orthography was more
complex. This may be a consequence of the larger
variance in phonological and reading skills in high
than in low complexity orthographies. Indeed,
despite normalization of all variables, dyslexic chil-
dren often reached more extreme negative z-scores

in high than in low complexity languages. In low
complexity orthographies, reading achievement is
generally higher (Seymour et al., 2003), even for
dyslexic children (Landerl et al., 1997). Thus, vari-
ance in reading skills is reduced, and so is variance
in phonological skills, given the influence of the
former on the latter. The little variance that remains
to be explained, amplified by rescaling into z-scores,
may be much noisier and reflect more idiosyncratic
factors in low than in high complexity orthogra-
phies, where variance in phonological skills
can show its full impact on reading skills and on
dyslexia.

Specifically, the impact of phoneme deletion and
RAN was stronger in more than in less complex
orthographies. No such heterogeneity was found for
verbal ST/WM. Phoneme deletion as a standard
measure of phoneme awareness is generally seen as
an important predictor of dyslexia (Vellutino et al.,
2004). Ziegler et al. (2010) showed for young readers
(Grade 2) in five alphabetic orthographies that the
predictive power of phoneme deletion increases with
the degree of orthographic complexity and in the
present study, this important finding could be con-
firmed for dyslexia. Thus, there is accumulating
evidence in favour of Share’s (2008) opacity by
transparency hypothesis.

Our finding that RAN is a strong predictor is at
odds with Ziegler et al. (2010), but fits well with the
rest of the literature (Kirby et al., 2010). We have
introduced both RAN digits and RAN pictures in our
regression models. Both were reliable predictors of
diagnostic status at all orthographic complexity lev-
els. Thus, this study does not confirm earlier
assumptions that processes involved in alphanu-
meric RAN (naming letters and digits) are different
from nonalphanumeric task versions like naming
colours or objects (Bowey et al., 2005). Similar to
Phoneme Deletion, RAN also showed a stronger
impact on relatively more complex orthographies.
Thus, earlier claims that RAN may be a stronger
predictor in orthographies with low compared to high
complexity, as in such orthographies the variance in
reading skills is usually determined by reading flu-
ency rather than accuracy (Kirby et al., 2010), are
not supported by the current study.

Limitations and caveats

The present cross-linguistic dyslexia study covers an
unprecedented number of languages representing a
large range of orthographic complexity. Neverthe-
less, our conclusions remain limited to the alpha-
betic orthographies included, which all use the Latin
alphabet and a left-to-right writing direction. Any
generalization to other alphabetic orthographies,
and all the more so to nonalphabetic orthographies
would be tentative.

In this study, the constructs of interest, PA, RAN
and verbal ST/WM were assessed by only one
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measure each. Having several tasks per construct
would obviously have increased construct validity.
Unfortunately, it was not feasible to significantly
increase testing time across all countries in such a
large-scale project.

As in any cross-linguistic study, a major issue is
the extent to which linguistic tasks designed in
different languages tap similar cognitive processes
and similar levels of difficulty. One possibility is to
choose languages that are sufficiently close (such as
English and German) and to match all the material
(e.g., Landerl et al., 1997; Ziegler et al., 2003).
When a broader range of languages is studied, this
is not an option. There is simply no way to design
equivalent lists of words or nonwords across lan-
guages as different as English and Finnish. Fur-
thermore, even if the material was matched, the
difficulty of certain tasks (such as word reading or
phoneme deletion) might not be, as this is partly
dependent on the orthographic complexity of the
language. Thus, it is inevitable that in this study
some tasks tap different levels of performance and
thus have different sensitivities in different lan-
guages. This issue is most crucial with respect to
the role of phoneme deletion. Indeed, it has been
suggested that in languages with transparent
orthographies, both reading accuracy and PA are
easily acquired, even by dyslexic children, so that
the former is a minor issue, and the latter is of
minor importance for reading acquisition and dys-
lexia. Nevertheless, we found that PA was a signifi-
cant predictor of dyslexia, even in the most
transparent languages. Thus, to the extent that
there is variation in performance in PA (and there is,
even in Finnish), this variation is still meaningful in
terms of the prediction of diagnostic category. Even
in a language where dyslexic children reach near-
perfect performance on phoneme deletion, the fact
that their performance is slightly less perfect than
that of controls’ predicts dyslexia status.

The present cross-sectional study can only pro-
vide suggestive information regarding causality. Our
use of the word ‘predictor’ is strictly statistical, i.e.,
the extent to which knowing the value of one vari-
able allows to predict the value of another variable.
We do not imply that the pattern of predictions
observed here would necessarily hold across differ-
ent time points. Our present findings are most likely
to reflect bidirectional causality between predictors
and reading skills. Longitudinal studies on the
prediction of reading and dyslexia in different
orthographies will be seminal to specify causality
(see, for example, Caravolas et al., 2012; Furnes &
Samuelsson, 2010; Georgiou, Parrila, & Papadopo-
ulos, 2008).

Finally, an obvious limitation of the current
study is that at present, comparable statistical
descriptions of the languages and orthographies
involved that would allow methodologically ade-
quate quantification of orthographic differences are

unavailable. Certainly, the absence of such statis-
tics cannot mean that cross-linguistic studies
cannot produce valuable results. The European
network NEURODYS created the unique opportu-
nity to analyse unusually large samples of dyslexic
and control children with diagnostic and assess-
ment procedures that were parallelized as much as
possible across various orthographies. Our rough
categorization of orthographic complexity based on
feedforward/feedback consistency certainly under-
estimates the differences between the orthogra-
phies involved and can only be a first and cautious
step towards the important enterprise to fully
understand the implications of orthographic and
linguistic structure on reading development and
dyslexia.

Supporting information
Additional Supporting Information may be found in the
online version of this article:

Appendix S1 Standardized word reading tests ap-
plied in the six languages for group selection

Table S1 Rankings of orthographic complexity
according to Seymour et al. (2003) and Borgwaldt et al.
(2005)

Table S2 Number of participants per country, per
grade and per group

Table S3 Mean, standard deviation, minimum and
maximum for all variables, separately for each level of
orthographic complexity

Table S4 Multilevel logistic model for age-limited
sample (Grades 3, 4 and 5, n = 1,486)

Table S5 Multilevel logistic models for age-limited
sample (Grades 3, 4 and 5), separately for each level of
orthographic complexity

Table S6 Multilevel logistic model including RAN
pictures (n = 1,998)

Table S7 Multilevel logistic models including RAN
pictures, separately for each level of orthographic
complexity
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Key points

• Phoneme awareness and rapid automatized naming are the main cognitive predictors of dyslexia in the six
languages studied, across all levels of orthographic complexity.

• Their predictive power increases with orthographic complexity.
• However, phoneme awareness and rapid automatized naming have roughly equal relative importance in the

prediction of dyslexia, and this does not differ between languages with different levels of orthographic
complexity.

• More general verbal abilities play a significant, but more minor role, and a constant one across levels of
orthographic complexity.
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